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I felt horror Ihal day
Snail' and wi"d and childre n living
A car barely moving
A s led {airly {lying
All inte rmi"able moment of truth
A cbild dying
I fe lt co mpass ion that day

SnaIL' and wind and paren ts whying
Endless years of moth e rs crying
A wodd simply moving
A li{e trul y {ly ing
A child' s dying
I knew loneliness thaI da y

SlIOU, and win d and my s till l iv ing
Endful days with my soon dying
A wo rk neller movirlg
A night always coming
The It'hying neve r dying
I knew de spa ir that day
Snow and wind and my heart
Awful moments alone
floppin ess but a/ways the. debt
Failure and reg ret
Wh ere is honor?
I saw happiness t hat da y
Snow and wind and people living
Days and nights w it h memories {Iee ing
Children growing. rive rs f lowing. t o so me th e knowing
Wit}) th e living and tbe d y ing comes tbe trying
Life is o,zly worth t he trying .

J . H. Ryan
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JOHN TEN
by Phylli s Furs t
The door opened noiselessly and John Ten, in the two hundredth
yeor of his mon-made immortality strode effortlessl y across the translu-

cent domed room. At the far side, he stopped before the wall, pulled
switches, turned dials, delicately applied paired electrodes to temple and
wrists, punched three buttons and waited . The wall hummed . Man-created

machinery probed, analyzed, and presently synthesized the delicate balance of compounds necessary for John Ten'

5

physical and mentol health.

While woiting , John T en scanned the screens built into the wall.

The year, 5025, the month , the day and the hour flashed on a perpetual
calendar. A kaleidoscope of current events, (encapsulated, predigested,
and without advertisement) was accepted by his resting mind. Finall y his
attention was drown to the sc reen which depicted his commitments and
assignments for this day. With pleasure he realized he was free. A day of
rest and leisure was his to spend as he saw fit.
The humming wall was quiet now and from ejector tubes he too k and

swallowed the prescribed pills. He detached the electrodes, switched off
the machinery and turned gladly to his day.
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Across the domed room facing huge light spaces was another instrument. In physical form it resembled on orgon with bonks of keys, stops
and foot pedal s. However, John Ten was not aware of the word "orgon n
nor did he know of music. But this instrument, before which he stood,
went fer beyond music. In it, modern technology had incorporated the memory of all sounds, of all time, occurri ng in all space. It was the hi story
of the Universe, the knowledge of the Universe, the key to the Universe .
But to John Ten it was a plaything for idle hours. Of such men as he was
the Universe composed in the year 5025.
John Ten seated himself at the console of the machine and allowed
long, spatulate fingers to find harmony and melody in past ages and other
worlds. Ellortlessly he crossed space by pulling out two stops. Aldeberon,
his home, faded and Earth's green hills, the cradle of his fo refathers, wos
present. Time fell away until he reached his favorite jumping-off place .
His fingers idly played a fragment of Time in a mini scule of Space SlaTS of the Summer night
For in ),on azure deep
flide. hide your golde" light
She sleeps, my Lady sleeps .

"Lovely", he murmured. Without conscious vol ition he pulled out
two more stops and two more centuries ceased to exi st WeI han they cause lor t o glade'l o/Ie,
Sith ech of hem recovered hath his make
Ful blissful may they singen whon th ey wake;
Nou welcom somer, wit h thy sonne sofIe.
That hast t his win lr es weders ove r- shake,
And driven awey the longe nightes blake.

He was deep in reverie now, playing on enchanting game . Wi t hout
pause he selected stops and two t housand years fell away and ceased to
exist.

ov Xp~ '\iollroS'

O'l(ul'VOv til "Olft .,pe~t-lv·
fJ.£" A6:>"", '" ~ 'v ,,';4, -rpf1>ov1
8' fH,-rpa.¢>fi 'fer . 'fotr "-POiYOif '~rr?pf:'1'f.Tv .

fl',a, ........

ryv

Sudden ly t he instrument wa s quiet. John Ten s ot upright, his fingers
groping for the rest of the story ond song he hod begun to I ive. No sound,
no meaning come from the silent machine . The balance of this fragment
had been lost from the memory of man .
" Damn", s aid John Ten loudl y. With the use of the a rchoic word his
lin gers accidentall y touched the theological connotation the word had
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once held. Immediately he sensed 0 shock, watched in amazement as a
bonk of lights on the keyboard blinked out. A fuse hod blown. "Damn", he
said again in another time sequence and another register. A second fuse
blew; another row of lights went out .
He sot quite still now, a perplexed expression on his ever-young
face. "Curious," he thought, "why should an archaic combination of sound
and meaning evoke such a reaction in an immortally perfect machine?Softly he experimented, playing the letter "D" in all time-sequences, not
neglecting to add sufficient stops to correct for local superstitions in
primitive worlds. The machine responded smoothly and with no deviation
from a normal performance. John Ten added the letters "A" and "M" to the
"D". The additional letters brought no change in the machine's behavior.
But when he added the letter "N" there was again a small shock, followed
by a blown fuse. By experimenting he di scovered that the abnormal response was only evoked between the years one and two thousand, and
only occurred on the planet Earth. Prior to, and after this period the letter combinations behaved as usual.
Fully aroused, and conscious of a novel feeling of fearful expectation and discovery John Ten played the 5025 version of four and seven
letter swear words. He played them in all time and space combinations.
Nothing whatsoever happened. Thoughtfully, he rose and entered the room
housing the machine's soul. He replenished the exhausted fuse bank with
freshly synthesized fuses and returned once agoin to the console.
Long he sat staring through the opalescent lights that were native
to his home. Although the possibility seemed remote past his wildest
imaginings, it appeared that the machine was capable of major failure.
Never since man had achieved immortality and had departed from the restrictive confines of Earth had the omniscience of the machine been questioned. But this was not the loss of something simple, like the loss of
the end of the early Greek tale. No, - one word used in a special sense
over a period of two thousand years on the planet Earth had been left out
of the machine's memory bank, and this same word used in a special sense
of which he had no understanding was sufficient to cause a short circuit.
A short circuit in a perfect machine which had had no mechanical failure
in almost 3000 years of continued use.
John Ten gave careful instructions to the machine. The result was
increased resistances in the critical area of the circuits where the short
had occurred. He stepped-up the voltage and rebalanced the circuits. At
length he was sati sfied and began to ploy systematically backward through
2000 years of Earth history. He locked the stops of the instrument in the
positions in which they had been when the original short-circuit occurred.
Then he played every combination of letters in every language which hod
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e x isted on Earth during that period. Each time he played a letter combina.
ti on that had theolog ical significance the machine faltered. But many in·
s truct ions to the mach ine rectif ied each error and strengthened and reinforced it s c apab i lit ies.
John Ten was really excited now. Here was a whole area of knowle dge not originally included in the machines' mem ory bonks. How a mistake of suc h magnitude hod occurred 3000 years ago he did not know, but
he, he would correct it, and undoubtedly receive the Citation of Merit from
th e Citizen's Supreme Counci I.
Whe:1 at length, as the day was waning and the green Aldeberan
night was cl o sing in, he felt satisfied that he hod fed the machine enough
examples of words to enable it to reconstruct the old di scipl ine called
Theology.
He drew a deep breath. He pulled stops and played a chord. Softly,
faintl y came the words:
In the beg inning w as th e Word. and the Word was God.

John Ten smiled with quiet satisfaction. The machine was omniscient ! Man and his works were supreme. As his hands lay qu ietly in his
la p and the machine stood quietly awaiting hi s next command, there come
a s udden loud, clear voice:
T hou shall have no oth e r Gods be/ore me.

With these word s the world of John Ten disappeared.
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TERM PAPER-CIRCA 3032 A. D.
Mall existed and he laughed
cried
tried to make bombs
which went boom
and zoom
and even
fizzled
Everyone was impressed
and suppressed
t he gods
but they laughed too
Jehoua
and Baal
and Sitka
and all
Then Adam (or Atom,
we don't know which)
was made ;11 a blas t
(or blas tu le?)
li e killed 01/ the people
and t he meek.
we cockroaches
(except jor the Russians
who are weak, 1101 meek)
inhe rited the ear th.
P ete Venn ema
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VILLANELLE
Though you might lean and touch me now, I say
Thai never have you seen so sightlessly.
So near, so near, but Lord, so far away.
I do not wish in Venus' fold to play.

Just understand this soul inactively,
Though you might lean and t ouch me now, I say.

I need sometimes to think away the day
With friend. Your thoughts so easily could be
So near, so near. But Lord! So lar away.

Why must yo u fear the coming of a day
Whe" ali is ill? But speak. Just speak to me.
Though you might lean and . .. Touch me now, I say!

Elysian fields are made for elf a"d fay,
And I would playa pretty game, with t hee
So near, so near. But Lord! So far away.
A pretty husband would I make? Bu! stay;
Por when I'll show aged anatomy,
Though you might lean and touch me, now 1 say
So near! So near! But Lord. so lar away.

Pete Vennema
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-LAMENT-

My Capitol Viscou nt roared and screamed

and eased in/a it s pa int ed " es l ;
t wi n turbo·je t s. with decibels
and tort ured hi./ ; blasphemies. s t opped.
"Goodbye, Sir ; we hope yo u' ve had
a p le asant f light." I c rosse d the l ield.
which in its hos pital n oke d,l ess
emphas ize d my in s ign ific an ce
And turn ed bllO a lobby t eemed witb hoards
o{ th e zom bies who, f aceless an d as useless
as a c as t 0/ thousands. exis t
but lor a twis t o{ ou r memories.

I to uched he r shou lder; she turn ed.
Bill e r-sweet bal s of memories
swept from tbe ir du s t crus t ed
cup boards and c rie d lor me
t o Tl otice the m. lI e r eyes s till he ld ,

and hoped. and hurt ,' lon e years
turn ed. like he ated hull er,
to a puddle. a mist, none ntit y.
Time has pas sed, and pas te l th o ught s
0/ her are all that are . I'm older,
pe rhap s wiser now; lor even rocks
crack witb wear and time.
Then was s pring, and reality seems
a s hoddy tbing to oller in ber place.

Pete Vennema
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JOY OF BEARDED BOY
by Co nservative Child

The fellow wore a beard and peered at the world through
small black eyes. He hated convention, loved conten-

tion, fought long and hard for personal freedom. The
rights of man ran foremost in his mind, and kind fellow

with a beard, he forced these rights on others. But they
ignored him, and eyes dim, hapless lad bade goodbye
to all, faced his fate, and found a place to meditate.
The all·important question ro se, his woes were easily seen. In the
bottle against convention, was attention his goal instead of freedom? Because something was odd, did he nod in its favor? Why? Don't lie. Was
something fantastic because it was weird, or feared? What mode it unique?
Was it a freak, did it leak, was it weak? Might is.. not right: if many believed for long, it was wrong. Does this make sense, dense fellow with

o beard?
By the way, do you think you con win with a hairy chin? Doesn't it
itch, or twitch, or get in your way? Demand your right, fight for freedom of
razor . Given a blade you have it made. But the fuzz does not fade.

5ti II the fellow wore a beard. Attention he needed, so he ceded hi s
rights for loftier heights. In time he got rid of the thing, for they made him
king and copied his style . He then cut the hair off his chin in an effort to
win - honorable mention, a pension, or maybe attention.
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U. S. FOREIGN POLICY - THE FUTURE
by J. H. Ryan
Last yeor was on election year in the United States and one of the
most important campaign issues was foreign policy. More specifically the

question in the minds of man y Americans is what has happened to American prestige abroad in the past decade. Undoubtedly t his extremely complex problem has no one an swer; however, I believe thot if we isol ate the
philosophy which underlies our relat ions with the other notions of the
world we might approach the reasons for the decline of American prestige.
American post-war foreign policy can be summarized by a single
phrase; ie, contain Communism. To gain this end we have built a nuclear
stockpile thot we dare not use, anathematized with the label of Commu~

nist many men who dared to think creatively about our situation, and so
intimately associated ourselves with a long list of ambitious generals and
fascist dictators that the uncommitted nations af the world believe them·
selves to be left with the equally distasteful alternatives of on eastern
Communist dictatorship or a western fascist police stote. Which one
would you pick?
I think with these facts clearly in mind we can begin to see ourselves as others see us. Put yourself in the place of a foreign neutral
observer who is trying to objectively assess American foreign policy. The
United States is supporting presently, or has in the recent post supported,
such men as Franco in Spain, Batista in Cuba, and Syngman Rhee in
Korea. Each of these men is a dictator, each an avowed anti-Communist,
but to the people of these countries Communi sm is often a welcome alternative to oppression of the fascist variety. The United States has been
willing to actively support any government which it deems to be a "bulwark against Communism" . However, our neutral observer is left with on
uneasy feeling. He wonders if the United States is-for" anything, if in
fact the United States is for democracy or simply against Communi sm at
any cost.
The two alternatives left to our foreign friend in hi s search for the
AmericCl'l motive are equally devestating to American prestige. Either he
finds the United States dominated by capitalistic business interests and
leaning too far to the right politically, or he comes to the realization that
America in 1960 is running scared. If he comes to the latter conclusion he
is probably very close to the truth. Regardless of hi s conclusion the
United States has lost at least his respect, if not his trust. Multiply this
loss by the millions of people in the uncommitted nations of the world and
you have an idea of the reasons for the decline of United States prestige

abroad in the post dec ode.
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To put this problem on a more ac ademic plane, American foreign
policy has been one of comp lete reaction. Russia drops th e gauntlet,
chooses the weapons and the battleground, and we show up generally unprepared to even putup a good fight. It is true that we cannot take aggressive action; however, thi s is not to say that we cannot toke the initiative
in many areas. The United States is sworn to a policy of peace; ho wever,
this does not mean that we cannot ploy an active role in international re lations. If the United States began an active program of technical aid to

the underdeveloped notions of the world simply to help them improve themselves, without any sword rattling, in ten years the United States would
again have its place of dominance on the world scene.

Thi sis the big step that the Uni ted States must toke in the next
decode. We must stop gaining allies against Russia, and start winning
friends for ourselves . The only possible way to win friends is to show
friendship, to oct sincerely and for the best interests of the countries in
ques tion. Here is our opportunity, we have only to discord the old philos-

ophy of foreig n relations and adopt thi s new look. We must forget our old
ideas of forei gn rei ation s on a government-to-government basi s and accept

th e ideo of a ne w people-to-people diplomacy. The people of the underdeveloped areas of the world must wal k before they can run. They need
food and shelter before they need large dams, modern highways, or airfields. If the United States is to persist as a world power it must recognize the equality and dignity th at all men de sire, and we must bend our

knees an d bocks and with hum ility stoop to hel p the people of the less
fortunate countries lift themselves out of the darkness of their squalor.

However, we must always realize that the people of the world wi II not be
used, they do not desire to be pawns in our gigantic game of Russian

roulette. Only if we sincerely desire to help them to find 0 better way of
life will they respond, and the sound of free people rushing westward to
support the ideals of democracy is a noise that will obliterate forever the

Sirens of the Ea s t.

CONTRAST
I sow a white duck
in the i cy wat er,
As I crossed the bridge.
'[h en 1 realized it w as on ly
a mass of s now floating to the sea.
I thought of all tbe people I bad known.

Sharon Lu cas
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CAMP CROWDER
by Jus tin e
Camp Crowder was a World War II Army Camp, in Neosho, neor
Joplin, Missouri. It was one of the small, hastily constructed war camps,
with square frame bui Idings on the post, and rows of box-houses surrounding it. The camp grew with the war, but as quickly as it had grown up. s o

did it become useless and dead afterwords. The soldiers left, the camp
closed down, and the few civilians who had held jobs on the post were

left jobless.
My fami Iy lived on the nearby Indion Reservation. Father hod worked
on the post doing odd jobs and running errands which not even the lowes t
private was required to do. His job enabled us to live at least as well as
most Indians on the reservation. But when the job was over, Father decided that it was time for us to move. Neosho was now almost a ghost
town, and the Reservation had little to offer, so, in spite of Mother's protestations, the decision was made. Mother hated to lea ve the security of
the reservation, and the worm-dry flatland that she loved, and the people

she knew, but she helped pile our few belongings into the old 1935 Chevrolet, and we headed West.
I had alwa ys considered my mother very beautiful, not only because
she was my mother, with a look of warmth and love, but because she had
a classic elegance about her, with long straight black hair, flaw less skin,
and Indian high cheekbones. Today she was as lovely as ever, but tears
fringed the warmth in her eyes. She appeared sad and even a little worried.
"Do you know where we're going?" I heard her ask Father in a low
voice. She apparently did not want the children to hear her.
"It doesn't matter," he said.
She did not answer.
My father is an unusual person. He is not a skilled worker and does
not appear to have any great drive or ambition. He hod no education other
than that at the schools on the reservations where he had spent his child-

hood. But he has courage, and his own personal philosophy of life. I once
heard him tell Mother, "Life is not meant to be hurried, or held back, it is
to be lived, in the way one feels is best for him." His interpretation of
this philosophy included Mother and us children; we did not question.
Mother kept glancing back at our two suitcases carrying the few
articles of clothing we owned.
-Did you bring Jana's overalls off the clothesline?" she asked me.
"Yes, Mother," I replied, "I packed everything in the bureau."
She turned to Father. "Are you sure we have everything?· It was as
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if she hoped we hod le ft something in t ha t little sh ack so we would have
an excuse to re t urn.

"Every thing I cou ld find , " Father answered. He smiled happily out
at the landscape, which was now beginning to become rocky wi th small
hills on bo th sides. He seemed oblivious to her concern.
This new land was unfomi liar to me, and even I, excited as I was,
began to feel a little strange in this new at mosphere. As it approached
dark, I noted wi th surprise that the evening sky did not differ in any po r·
ticulor way from thot bock in Missouri. Although there was a new and dif·

ferent and distinct chill in the night air, I felt on the brink of a completely
new experience, and looked forward to it.

.

In my youthful optimism, I could not understond my mother ' s genuine unhappiness. I hated to see her stor ing into th e block road, with a
look of weary resignation. By now even my father had st opped smiling
and her sadness seemed to pervade the entire car. I could no t reali ze how
very deeply this move was affecting her. It was the first time she had
been ou t of Missouri, and it seemed that the real person she was had been
left behind on the reservation.
Finally she spoke, "Must we go on?" she asked Father.
"I t is the best thing for us now," he answered. "We'll make a new
life, with better opportunity for uS and the children."
-I try to understand," she sa id, "But I feel that my life is behind me.1t
Father became angry suddenl y. "Is it not true that the wife's duty

is to her h usband and he r family?"
Her eyes flashed. I had never seen her look at him that way. "Is it
a husband's right to make his wife miserabl e by giving her no opinion
when a decision is mode?"

Father looked startled. She had never spoken back to him. He
thought for a moment, staring out into the n ight. T hen he quickly braked
the cor, took a U-turn, and headed East.
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WHISPERED SOUNDS
Where the lUaves 011 the shore so gently resound
Once on th e sand a seashell was fo und
When pressed to Ib e ear - was heard a dull rOflr
Whispered sounds from this seashell - so softly arise n
This diminutive world alive in a prison
Curlain drawn o'er the ocean, it s tide and ils swell
Attention applied the ephemeral shell.
With a small universe cloist.ered inside
A mere e~bo 0/ man, his earth and the tide.
But contented and charmed with Ihi s slight fascina t ion
Do 1 hear from within a low lam entation?

Justi ne

PITY, LOVE
O/teapot. ticking clock, and thee
A tale 0/ brown monotoT1Y.
Y ou pour another cup. I yawn despotidenlly.
'Tis sad t o t hi"k my love. soft Apathy,
Is chained t o yonder pot of l ea,

The clock clicks 011 didactically:
' Tis s adder s t ill that I should be
Bo und to its short rhym e and thee.
D. Newcom be
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NOT QUITE FREE
by Steve Dears ley
"Well", he thought as the key turned in the massive lock, lithe time

is here at last." Then he faded slowly away into the newly fallen shadows. He was next seen stroll ing away from the building that had swol·
lowed the sun only minutes before, but on his way there he didn't neglect

to admire the flowers and vegetables that lined the path. As he left the
grounds of the building, his brown clothes merged into the similarly col ored clay wall around it, and he vani shed. Now out of sight, he stood before a tree growing against the wall and grabbed the thickest branch that
presented itself. His honds struggled to remain wound around the branch

as he hoisted himself up to where the flailing legs under his overfed body
could find rest in a cranny in the wall. Peaches came tumbling down onto
the newly hoed earth and among the crops; swears were mumbled, and a
very quiet "God forgive me". He rested for a moment wedged between the
tree and the wall, then he began inching upwCI"ds again. Upon reaching the

top of the wall, he rolled onto the layer of loose stones that completed
the wall, and in doing so, he tore his wrap, which brought forth oaths
slightly stronger than those before. He jumped down to the other side; his
knees collapsed under the flesh that had developed above them over the
years and he sank into the dew-covered weeds. He salvaged himself and

strode off down the path that wound by the wall.
His whistling during this walk was interrupted by the flapping of
wings, and for the next ten minutes or so he amused himself by throwing

pebbles at the bats flapping through the vestiges of daylight. He soon
came to a stile that separa ted the rood from a pasture; he stepped over
this and immediately stopped whistling. He now concentrated intently

upon where he placed his feet as he wound through the pasture. Upon
reaching the fence on the opposite side, he climbed up the three spl it
beech rai lings that formed the fence and then climbed down them to another and larger road. About a hundred yards to the left was a light, which
he walked towards with such zeal that he stumbled in a rut.
As he opened the door of the house from which came the light, all
heads swung to see who hod come to join them. As soon as they recog-

nized him and his garments, they shouted and bade him enter, which he
did Silently. He wormed his bulk as best he could through the men, and
gave a signal to a man in a leather apron; within a minute the large mon

in brown had a mug of ale in his hand. Only when half of the ale was inside him did he condescend to speak to the men surrounding him. Then
his jolly face came to life. The laughter he caused was amazing - considering that he was so somberly dressed. People milled around simply to
hear him talk.
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Later in the evening, after a good number of t he men hod left, the
man in brown shouted for a chess board and pieces. It was quickly produced. He chose a partner, one he th ough t he could defeat, and the two
set up the pieces in their proper places. The man on the white began the
game. As each piece was moved, the mover signified by means of a long
drought of ale, that he was satisfied with hi s new position on the board,
and that the game should continue. It was a lon g game, but from the
amount of laug hter which went on, the two player s enjoyed t hem se lves .
When the challenger sow he was actually losing, in ste ad of fin i shing the
game, he swung his arm across the board so that his he avy sleeve swept
the pieces onto the floor. They went rattling down, and come to re st just
after the man in the leather apron bolted over, swearing at the offender.
He was forced to grovel on h i s hands and knees and pick up the pieces.
His brown cloak swept the oaken floor clean wherever he crawled, and
his face became quite red due to the uncompromising mixture of ale and
exercise. At the end of a few minutes, he had found all but one of the
pieces, but since the bishop couldn't be found, the man in brown 'Was allowed to return to his humorous stories .
Presently , a man dressed in brightly colored clothes swaggered in
and drew a mandolin from under his coat. The eight men who were left inside the house congregated around the musician, and began to sing . The
tunes were made slightly less enjoyable because of the voice of one certain man who was a good deal out of key. However, as with the chess
game, all enjoyed them se lves. Even the mon in the leather apron mouthed
the words, although nobod y could hear him. By the time the man do I in had
vanished, it was well into the morning, and only a few men were left ; the
man in the brown wrap was among them. After a final mug of ole before
the fire, to which no more fuel was added, even this man left and went
into the chi lIy morning air. When the door hod closed behind him, he took
a deep breath so as to tuck in his belly, and pulled the cord around his
middle a bit tighter. He began to retrace hi s steps of six hours earlier.
He returned to the beech railings, but instead of climbing over them,
he squeezed through the spaces to enter the pasture. By thi s time, he
wasn 't concerned where he stepped in the field, but simply walked to the
bothersome sti Ie. He become rather entangled in it, although he managed
to free himself without mishap. Once back on the path that continued at
least as for as his starting place, he wa lked slightly faster with the intention of going straight home, but he stopped abruptly upon seeing a
coop just behind a howthorn hedge. He stood still for over a minute, as
if thinking over Q grove problem; he walked a few more steps and stopped;
he returned the few he had just taken; then he hopped over the ditch that
divided the hedge from the road and turned hi s back to the thorns and
pushed against them with 011 of his remaining strength. He went tumbling
through without a scratch, for his face hod been protected by his thick
hood and his honds hod been inserted in the tubes of his sleeves, onto
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the mud and straw enclosed behind the hedge. He walked to the hut, drew
bock the wooden door and cautiously, if somewhat unsteodi Iy, placed a
foot inside . Then he drew himself in after it and peered about. He took a
hen off her nest but replaced her with a minimum of noise. He did this
with four others until he found On egg. which he put into one of his pock ets. By this time, the hens had mode quite a noise, so he quickly backed

out of the coop and exited through the some hole in the hedge he hod made
minutes before, and disappeared around a bend in the rood just as the
owner of the birds came to see what the disturbance was. In leaving the
pen, the rowdy gentleman had scratched hi 5 exposed feet, so that when
he come to the bridge under wh ich a stream ron, he attempted to reach the
water in order to wash them. He stepped on the mossy floor that was hidden from the sky by a shivering curtain of foliage above, and slid to
where the water bobbled over marble-like stones. He unstrapped his san -

dals and dropped his feet into the stream, left them the re only long enough
for the blood to be washed from hi s scratches, then took them out and
placed them straightaway into his shoes. He groped up the slope and resumed his journey.
He reached the wall surrounding his building about three quarters
of an hour before the sun was due to ri se, and stood perplexed before the

decaying but lofty solid fence. He took off hi s cloak, which had now become a moss of wrinkled cloth, and threw it onto the top of the wall ; the
egg crocked as it hit the stones, so that he had to throwaway his pro-

posed breakfast. Next, he clumsily placed his right foot and both hands
into holes scooped out by Time's hand, and with a groan and a heave he
found himself atop the wall with hi s face down and hi s right leg hanging
against the stones. When he finally jumped to the other side, he seemed
to have forgotten his cloak, but as his head sunk from sight, an arm flew
up and dragged it down. Once on the other side again, he wrapped himself

up and walked towards the lone building within the wall. He cautiously
opened a door on the outside of the bui Iding and crept through the short
passage into which it opened. He passed two closed doors, one on either
side of the passageway, and went into a courtyard that was surrounded by
cloisters. Just inside the arches was a walkway open to the weather, and

it was around this that he walked to the base of a tower at the for end,
almost opposite the door he hod entered. He brushed himself with his
hands to get rid of most of the loose leaves and dirt, and retied the cord
around his middle; then he pulled the rope hanging down in front of him .
A bell sounded loud and clear for about a minute. When he hod fini shed ringing the bell, he walked to the main gate, produced a key and
undid the lock. As he shuffled bock through the garden with his hands
clasped and head bowed, he passed one of his associates already wo rking
down among the radishes and interrupted him with, "Isn't it a lovely morning, Brother?"
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EXPERIENCES OF A HEROIN ADDICT
by Ri c hard F. Le vine
The cor was designed to go fast : a huge motor, finned fenders, and
o transmission that could use tremendous torque mode a racing machine

out of on in vent ion conventionally used as a convenience. Its color was
light, just a blur at night when it was going fast. The speedomete r hod
markings up to 140 mph.
Money does not provide an appreciation of such power-lock of
money might. And this cor, going only about 40 mph, north on Jenkintown
Rood, was expending a tremendous amount of energy. The traffic light
ahead, at the entrance of the country club, turned red, though there was
no traffic coming from the left. The brake pedal was pushed forward ; red
lights went on in the bock and the cor come to a halt with uncomfortabl y
rapid deceleration. Power brakes were virt ually a necessity when such a
heavy cor could move so fast; its momentum could be very great. A lever
moved. The left porking light and the left rear stop-light blinked on, off,
on, off. So did the little green bulb on the left side of the in strument pon ~
el. A click-click came twice from the box on the traffic light pole, and
lights changed. No other noise was heard but the whirring of the engine,
because it was three a.m. and Oak Lane Road is in the suburbs, quite
deserted at night.
The Chrysler swung left crunching a few cinders scattered across
the in tersection . The "1" button on the transmission control wos pushed
in, the broke pedal down as soon as the turn was fully negotiated. The
cor was at on absolute stand s till; suddenly the gas pedal was jolted
against the floor ; a minor grumble from the engine, a little skidding of the
bock wheels on the stones and dust, and then the car leapt forward, not
making much noi s e (the cor was much quieter than one would expect it
to be under such stra in) until the red pointer went post the "40" mark, in
less than four seconds. The engine started to roar, as it wound out.
Punch, in went button "2 " ; this took place when the car was goi ng 55
miles per hour, and the car jumped forward, accelerating even fo ster
because of the high engine speed. The steering wheel got a bit damp in
two places. As the cor continued to pick up speed, the engine adjusted
to the different strain of second gear; in eight seconds the speed had
reached more than 60 mph. The cor switched lanes, riding over the center
line of the road, as the driver's eyes come off the clock. It rushed along,
leaving behind the houses and poles as it went whooshing on its way in
the cool night air. The engine started to wind out again; the tires mode
a lot of noise at this speed on the narrow concrete rood. After thirteen
seconds it had reached a speed of 85 mph; then the hands tight on the
steering wheel relaxed, the gas pedal was released , and it hurtled onwards oblivious to the blinking yellow light two blocks ahead .
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Wheeling, soaring, whirling - tAt Ihe rim of Ih e world. edge of Ibe sky
Cast gimle t glances Irom rimmed eye
At the verdan t world beneath.
Banking, weaving, gliding - / Soar through sun-drenched beave'ls high
Plummet down a ra y of SU11
To the skulking prey be/ow . ..
Snarling. cryi'lg. wh ining - He /n cornered fury turns to rend - / Straight from golden lighl of sky
Strike on ly once his light-blind eyes.
Then dew-wet pinions arching high
And blood-wet taloPls tucked beneath
t thru s t against the s ighing air
Climb through moles of sun-dusl sky
Serene. t ride the heavens.

Phyllis IV. Furst
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THE SECOND APPLE
by Gail Ford
Time:

After the seventh day.

Place:

A large garden, in Eden.

A worm yellow light pours over the stage. Adorn and Eve hove eaten
the first apple, pear, peach, plum, or whatever from the Tree of Knowledge.
God stonds over them and speaks.

GOD :

Adorn, where ore you?

ADAM :

I'm hiding. You see, fig leaves are not very concealing, and I'm
rother naked.

GOD:

Who said you were naked? You do not even know what the word
means - unless you hove eaten of the Tree of Knowledge.

ADAM :

That I did, but Eve gave the Iruit to me.

GOD:

Eve, did you do this?

EVE :

Yes, but the serpent told me to.

GOD:

Enough. Now that you know both good and evil, now that you are
aware of yourselves, you must leave this garden. You must pay
for what you have done with poin and lobor. Be gone.

(God points his linger toward the exit. Adam and Eve run off,
passing the Tree as they leave.)

ADAM :

See what you've done, stupid.

EVE:

Oh, shut up, you didn't have to eat it.

ADAM:

I guess we were both at lou It. A lile like that was bound to go
wrong. It was too good.

EVE:

Wait a minute, dear. Here's that tree again. I'm hungry.

ADAM:

You're always hungry. That's what started all this.

EVE:

(Pulling another apple, pear, peach, plum, or whatever Irom the
Tree) Here, you're first this time. Eat hearty, we hove a long

trip ahead 01 us.
ADAM:

(He turns the Iruit over in his hand slowly and looks back over
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his shou lder. He is trying to dec ide whether or not to eat the

apple . He turn s s uddenly and throws it belligerently at God, who
is still pointi ng to the gate.) Let's get out of here, Eve! We're

falling fast.
They run toward the gat e. When they get out of the gorden, the gate
slams wi th a bang. An angel quick ly snap s a combination lock on the
heavy golden doors and forgets the magic numbers . She probably never
knew them, not anticipating a need for the lock. Adam sits on a rock to

righ t of the stage . He is breat hing heavi ly. T he closed gate is behind
him . After a few minutes Adam realizes that Eve is not beside him . He
rises quick ly and looks around. Eve is toward the back of the stage, pulling some thing from a tree.
ADAM:

Eve, what ore you doing? Come over he re.

EVE:

(R unning excitedly, c arryi ng a piece of fruit ) I was hungry, so I
looked around for so meth ing to eot- and loo k what I found!
(She holds up 0 shiny red piece of fruit. It looks very much lik e
the apple of Eden.) Toste it!

Ada m bites into the fruit hesitantly, as if he is afraid of the conse quence s. Then he smiles slowly.
ADAM:

This is good, -has an unusual taste. Not as good as the one

In

there (he points to the forbidden garden), but I like it.
EVE:

Oh, I think it's beller than that other one. This is

SPiCY

ond

more tempting .

Adam tokes another bite of the fruit . He chews it thoughtfully.
ADAM :

Maybe you' re rig ht, Eve. It seems to be tastier than the other
one, now that you mention it. Perhaps life here will be pleasant

after 011. (Ad om is now munching contentedly on the fruit ) I might
even like it better than our garden.
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REACTION
by Richard F. Levine
I was not in high spirits; going into thi 5 house never gave me much
of a kick, very little even the first time. But this was Mike's girl, now ;
maybe he'd give her the kind of treatment she deserved. Mike's just the
guy who could do it some doy; him she'd never suspect; he could kick her
in the stomach when her bock was turned.

We didn't get lost ; we found "the fourth oldest house in Wyncote"
wi thout going astray among the poorly I ighted subu rban lanes. I went
along because I'm Mike's friend. He only had a learner ' s permit to drive
that month; he needed a favor, so I did it. Maybe I should n't ploy on 01·
trui stic role : driving this '51 Buick, borrowed from his grandfather, was
the first chance I hod had in over a year to drive a cor with a clutch. So I
knew the evening couldn't be a dead loss. If anything happened, I would
take it out on the cor . I was going to keep it at my house overnight.
Mike led the way through the hedges, up the flagstone walk to the
side door, the one which led into the dining-room. Once, I had entered the
front door, but that was when I sti II had hopes about Gina and me. He rang
the bell and waited. We waited for what seemed to be one minute; it was
probably twenty seconds. I asked Mike to ring aga in, but he didn't have
to : "Don 't worry; she's home. Reggie never rushes to answer anything.
She probab ly hod to turn a record off." A moment later she opened the
door.
Gina ce rta in ly looked good. Her shoulder le ngth block hair was
straight hanging, all around, in cascades, except where the bangs were
over her forehead. She wore a black turtle-neck sweater and a grey pleated
wool skirt. She was a big girl- wide shouldered and wide hipped, tall,
not quite chubby but ye t big, had a long Grecian nose. And on paper she
was pretty substantial - she seemed intell igent, interesting, wealthy, and
talented. We just didn't swing well together. The foult was related somehow to the way I expected her to act: I called her Gino ; she preferred to
be called Reggie; her real nome was Regina.
Mike didn't understand what the problem was. I think he was experimenting that night to see if she was sti II the same; he kept looking at her
face whenever she looked beyond him and sow me , her smi Ie losing a bit,
but just a bit, of pleasure, much as a hostess wi II appear in greeting a
neighbor after talking to a sister. "Come in, come in," she said, returning
to Mike. I can see why - Mike was good in several characteristics I was
only fair in: less money, more intelligence, honors courses at Michigan,
parents who were intelligent and versatile, a wider reading background,
less reserve, and, most important, a poorly developed sense of social
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respons ibi I ity.
"I've iust been listening to a pre-war release by . . .• I've forgotten

the name. It was probably Leadbelly or Bessie Smith or one of the early
blues singers; Gino was

0

folk singer. She played a guitar and sang, both

very well, every Sunday night during the summer at "The Gilded Cage",
every Sunday afternoon during the winter. She had 0 very sweet voice,
well·suited for ballads, but she told me she didn't like "Greensleeves".
Her family hod quite a collection of records; that was what impressed me
most when I first met her - not the age or location of the house, nor that
her father owned a pharmacy on South Penn Square, nor that she was tak ·
ing a summer school course at the U. of P. in Ame r ican literature even

though she hod not yet graduated from high school. I fairly jumped for jay
when I sa'N a dozen olbums of "78" rec ords at the end of the long counter
where the others were; I actu ally left her and went gleefully to see what
they were - some standard works of classical music . I was tickled, to
think I had found a wealthy girl who wasn't nouvea:.J riche. It was then
that I met her mother, who entered with a suitcase and some other traveling equ ippage.
We were introduced; 0 ve ry gracious lady she was, taller than her
daughter: "Oh, how do you do (perfect hostess smi Ie)? You mu st excuse
me, please; we've just come bacl< from Tunglewood. That 's such a ter-

rific place for young people (emphatic with some kind of emotion). They
have everything you'd wont . . . . " She stood there smi ling at me, evident-

ly waiting for me to comment, bUI we had already shaken hands. At that
point I discovered the loveliness of Ihe pet terrier and decided that he'd
be pleasant to play with.
I didn't especially desire to talk now wilh Gina, so I left Mike with
her in the living room and went into the library-music room.
have been presumptuous and asked Gina to ploy some music;
did was 10 look at th", books. Of the eighty feet of books on
found only six books that impressed me as the music foci lities
In a comfortable chai r and read through one of the m.

I wouldn't
all that I

she Ives I
had. I sat

Two hours later I walked into the I iving room. Gino looked up: her
eyes raised, then her eyebrows lowered and she made a tight-lipped frown.

Her face said, "What is it? Oh, Ihe party-paoper.· She looked at Mikethey had been sitting on the floor, a few feet aport-and soid, ·You hove
to leave soon?" She looked sad and worried, with 0 pouting mouth, and her

eyes pleaded with him to stay, stoy if he laved her; "Stay; I wont to be
with you yet." Mike evidently read the message. I knew he liked 10 stay
up late -three or four A. M. was nothing for him to remark about. He rose
and told me, "Well, I'm hungry. Reggie will make something for uS 10 eat
end then we'll go, ell? (seeing me frown) Come on, stay, damn you." Mike
didn't core about the time; he wasn't working the next morning. Gino rose
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behind him, looking sad still. But when she foll owed him and me in to the
kitchen, holding on to his arm, she reminded me of a young lady I once
sow holding on to the coot s leeve of an intern at Jefferson hospital: she
was proudly grinning.
Coffee was made and some home·made cake was brought out. She
started fishing in drawer s for a knife. I reached in my pocket and pulled
out my pen-knife-a sti lletto with a six-inch blade-and snapped it open
with a "sn ick" . She heard it and t urned around sharply. "How about this?"
I offered it to her, poin tin g the end of that pig.sticker at her. I was act ing
li ke a small boy who was trying to tease his teacher by bringing a frog to
her desk. She glared at me, with the untame eyes of on eagle; I was never
able to see the talons. She wasn't afraid: "Put t hat thing away! Put il
away!" She stood there, glowering, breathing forcefully, pointing her fin·
ger at my weapon. I looked at Mike; sa lva tion never came; no one distract·
ed the teacher so I could ma ke a get·away. "Yeh, pu t it away. Don't hock
around; that thing is dangerous." Mike really cared more about the food
than about the knife; he showed no excitement. I was caught; the teacher
was holding my wrist, reaching back somewhere to grab a ruler. Gino ad·
vanced two steps: "Put ;/ away! (s lowly, forcefully )" I looked down at the
knife and thought to myself. I wanted to hear if she would say "or else"
or some other definite threat or remark; she didn't quite, though I thought
she might. I knew she was right -I shouldn't ploy around with such a toy ;
I was caught . I closed it carefully, making no sound with it. She stored at
me for a moment more, slig htl y relaxed, not so hateful. I pu t the knife
away, hurt, embarrassed, like a schoolboy after he has had his knuckles
rapped with a ruler.
I sulked the rest of the evening, like a dog rebuked, toil between
his legs, lying sadly at the feet of his master; Gina d id not oct uncivilly
to me, though I sensed a haughty air about her when I manoged to store
right at her. She was busy with Michael. I didn't say much. I left lirst, to
give him time to say goodnight in a decent fashion. "Only five minutes",
I warned.
After fifteen minutes I storted blowing the cor horn. Hell, I didn't
care; it wasn't my neighborhood. In answer a light in the yard come on; I
hadn't even known it was there. Three minutes later I honked the horn
again and got out and went to knock at the door . It was open; he was fl·
nolly leaving her. I started retreating, with him following ; she walked
with him to the edge of the porch. I turned to say a "goodnight" to her,
then turned back ond walked to the car. I started it and he got in .

We spoke very lillie unti I I dropped him 011 otthe subway stop. When
left him, I almost got a traffic ticket for turning left on to Broad Street.
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POOR FAMILY, MOVING
by Ju s tine
The harves t season was over in the Mid-West corn belt, and it was
time for the many wondering field hands and their fami lies to move South,
where the lote corn and hay were still to be harvested. These nomadic
families, living only from town to town, unable to think of a future beyond
the next season, hod to pull up their shallow roots and travel with the

work thot was their only livelihood.

The Reeds were typical of these families, with perhaps fewer children, but character i zed by shabby clothes, gaunt faces, and a generally
unsettled appearance. Their home for the month of August that year hod
been a small log shock, situated on the outskirts of a respectable, whitewashed, mid-west town. The shack hod two rooms and four windows, in
whic h there was no gloss, only some rusted pieces of screening. This fam~
i ly had not complained about its lack of comfort, but seemingly accepted
it with no more re luctonce than they accepted the end of the harvest, and
the necessity of leaving.

The Reeds hod mode no friends in their short stay. They kept aloof
from the other transient workers, and the townspeople hod little to do with
them, except for the merchants who sold them a few absolute necessities.
Moving day was accomplished with a minimum of confusion. It was
as if each member of the family hod performed these actions so many times

before that they required no thought . Ned, the son, did the heavy labor,
tying two battered brown suitcases to the roof of the ancient jalopy with
old pieces of rope and wire. Ned was about eighteen years old, tout and
muscular, his face already assuming the uninterested, vacant expression

of his father.
Mrs. Reed was a toll and weary womon, with wisps of greying hair
protruding from the ragged orange bandanna on her head. She moved stead~
ily around the cobin picking up a dish here and there, placing them in on

old cardboard box. There was a red and grey hooked rug, worn almost
through, rolled up bes ide the door, with a few sheets and a fringed print
pi Ilow on top.
Mr. Reed, on older, hardened version of Ned, paced slowly around
the cobin, taking the pieces of screening from the windows, the drain from

the sink, and anything else that was not nailed to the shock. He slammed
these items noisily into on old tool chest, already fi lied with simi lor junk.
This family did not seem to core if they ever got under way. Lora,
the daughter, was the only one expressing any degree of enthusiasm. She
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was a girl of fifteen or so, and she bustled happily around the shack,
checking t o see that nothing had been left behind. She was st.ll at the age
when life can never be static or dull. Every move was a new experience
for her, and she never ha ted to leave. Her whole being seemed enveloped
in the happy rad ia nce of just being alive.
As Ned stuffed the lost blanket ond 0 folding choir into the tr unk
of the cor, the rest of the family trailed out and got in. T hey did no t speak.
As Mr. Reed headed t he jalopy South, no one asked where t hey were going,
or what would be their next home. The farni Iy sat s t ar ing at the road with
expre~sionless faces. On ly Lo ra's eyes be trayed a glint of joy and a small
hope for a better future.

Torch e nds sputt er ;'1 the pall.
Blood and tumble jill the t ower,
Star-flat lords bedeck th e hall:
Da wn has caused the mead t o so ur.
Ha ving been a bad lad learning
How to douse the menial light,
I see the s un a-burning
Up the alcoholic night_
Haui,lg laid a ros e wreath there
On the corpse oj drunke'l f un.
I turn my back and stoutly swear
Against the sober s un.
Another eve come sweet and soon
When I c an toas t a Bacchic moon!
D. Newcombe
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LATE DATE
by Harry L. Serio
I met Marge for a cup of teo in Q Chinese restaurant off the main
streets of the city. It was two days before school opened and we sat in Q
booth discussing our plans for the new yeor. The room was dimly lit by
pale yellow lights and, except for the small Chinese waiter dozing at the
table at the other end of the room, the restaurant was deserted. We fin.
ished our teo and as Marge was breaking her lost fortune cookie, I remem-

bered that I hod a meeting with two friends at 10:30. It was 10:25. I told
Marge that I didn't have time to toke her home and that I'd call a cob. I
hurried across the floor and paid the waiter who shuffled across the room

foster than I could walk. I left in such haste that I forgot to call a cob for
Marge. {She's probably still there opening fortune cookies.}
I met my two companions, Doug and Abby {short for Abdullo}, in
front of City Hollo We hod just planned to toke a ride around the city, but
Doug wonted to go up to Montclair to see hi 5 girl. We parked the car in a
reol ritzy section and Doug and Abby got out and walked across the street

to

Q

fourteen story apartment house. I was a bit shy so I waited in the cor.

It was a little after midnight when Doug appeared in front of the
building . As he stepped off the curb, a white Cadillac convertible pulled
out from around the corner and sped toward us. The two who were in the

front seat looked like high school kids, but the fellow in the bock seat
hod white hair and looked elderly. They all wore motorcycle jackets. As
they sped post us, the old man pulled oul what appeared to be a sub-mo·
chine zip·gun, and fired at Doug. Doug held hi s stomach and doubled up.
He keeled over as the Caddy swung around the corner. Just then, Abby,
who had heard the shots, come charging out of the apartment house and

ron to Doug . He asked him if he was hurt, but Doug, as the blood trickled
from his lip, replied that it was just a scratch. Abby helped him to the cor
and took from the glove comportment a 12" x 8W' bond-aid which they kept
there for emergencies. All the whi Ie I just sot there, too stunned to soy
anything. With the band·aid over the gaping wound, Doug took two aspi·
rins and was as good as new.
I told them to take me home since I wasn't feeling very well. Every
time I sow a white Cadillac along the seven mi Ie route, I crouched on the

floor. Abby laughed at me even though I told him I was look ing for my ring.
They dropped me off ot the corner of High Street and Lamont Terrace. I walked across the street and passed a rother large white building
surrounded by Corinthian columns. I thought it was the Court House, and
my curiosity got the best of me, so I entered hoping to sit in on a trial.

II was about 1 a.m. I climbed up Iwo flights of stairs and walked down the
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dark corridor. I noticed that one door to my left was slightly ajar so I
peeked in. I stood for a moment, shocked at what I sow, then I slammed
the door shut and ron down the corridor. In the room was an opened coffin,
with the body of 0 girl, about fourteen years old, clad in a pink dress,
wearing white gloves, and holding a red tulip in her honds. The room was
fi lied with flowers, but the floor wos covered with streamers and confetti.
I ron down the stairs at the other end of the corridor. I was in such

a hurry to get away from that place that I tripped down the last flight.
When I looked up I found myself in another funeral parlor. Along side of
m£ was a coffin containing the body of a seven yeor old boy, but the head

was that of the old man, the one that fired those shots at Doug. The undertal..Er must have switch.d the heads without th inking. I looked around methe room was crowded with people, everyone happy and gay. The floor
wos covered with confetti and streamers l ike the one upstairs . More thon

ever I wanted to get out of this place of ghouls.
I ron out of the room, and in the outer foyer I noticed that the floor
was strewn with pennies. My fear was driven out by my mercenary nature
and I started to gather the pennies when I felt someone storing at me. I

looked up and the re stood a tall, gaunt, sallow-faced individual with a
ghostly expression. Next to him stood a short, pudgy woman with a big
smile. I realized I was doing something wrang before the bouncer told me

that they were put there for the guests. I asked him about the two stills.
He looked a little uneasy, but told me that they were part of the Mardi
Gras festivities, and that the bodies represented the burial of past sins
in preparntian far Len t. Not wonting to make anymore trouble, I left the

building. I knev. the whole thing was phoney. Since when did they celebrate the Mardi Gras in Newark, N. J., especially in mid-August?
As I walked down the many steps of the huge funeral parlor, I could
hear the gaiety and laughter of the merry-makers. I turned around and saw
them scurrying to gather up the pennies. I realized why magnets were put

out on the table in the foyer. Some of the guests were using them to gather
the steel 1943 pennies. A somber looking chap staggered down the steps
anu remarked to me in passing, liThe proud, rich people always humble
themselves to add to their wealth, even though it's only a few cents."

When I reached the bottom of the steps, I leaned against a stone
lion and rested . I watched the huge, bronze statue of Lincoln a few yards
from where I stood . My heart skipped three beats when the statue stood
up, yawned, and went up the steps. I turned around and looked at the stone
I ion. I could have sworn that it winked at me. That was too much. I ran
out into the street. It was filled with people and cars were racing allover

the place. The clock struck 2 a.m. I was caught in the night-shift rush
hour. The newsboys were shouting, UExtra, extra, read all about it'Mouseketeers Capture Ness. '"
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I ron into on olley and was half.way through it whe n I was s topped
in mid-stride by on invisible something. The olley wa s n't very dark, but
I couldn't see anything in front of me, and yet I couldn't get by. I fingered
my way to the edge of it, and down in the co rner was the lobel, "Prop ,0; 3,
Invisible Protective Shield." I pushed the prop as ide and proceeded down
the olley to the parking lot to get my cor.
The lot was i om-pocked and fi lied with not a few tractor·troi lers . I
could see my cor ot the other end of the lot . It was easily recognizable
since it sti II hod the ticket on the windshield for overtime parking . I
walked around cars and crawled under trucks to get to my car. As I crawled
under the last truck, I accidentally kicked the chock that was holding the
back wheel. The truck rolled forward aod trapped my leg. Just then I heard
the driver get in and sta rt the motor. I yelled to him to hold it, but he
didn't hear me. Gathering all my wind, I yelled in a teamsterian VOice,
"Hold it !"
Hours later, a cost upon my leg and with a special hand clutch in stalled in my cor, I cruised the city streets until at last I found Marge,
still breaking open fortune cookies in the Chinese restaurant . 1 sot down
beside her, blinked twice, looked at the clock - it was 10:26. I said,
"Marge, I think "II miss that appointment with my friends, it's a little late
this evening, and I'm tired."
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SHE'LL CALL ME
by Me lvin
You know how it is when you come home from work on Friday-the
bus is crowded; everybody's stepping on your toes. Anyway, this chick
plonts herself right in front of me. For fifteen minutes I hove to stare at
her back. Now while I'm storing at her back, I happen to notice that she
doesn't have a button buttoned. Ordinarily, I'd soy, 'What the hell- Who
cores?" But I'm storing at this unbuttoned button for fifteen minutes, and
I couldn't tell her whi Ie we were standing because ten other people would

hear. So I wait unti I she sits down, I wait unti I somebody gives me a seat
next to her, and then I whi sper, qyou hove a button unbuttoned in the bock.-

Well, she gives me a glance and puts her hand behind her bock and
buttons it. Then she stares at on opposite window as though she were
trying to ignore me •

.. , just had an urge to tell you," I explain.
UThank you," she says, and she smi les so I can see her braces.
She's still looking at the window though.
"That's all right. I have many urges like that. For example, I have
an urge to request your phone number."
Let me explain -I'm not desperate. It's just that I'm going with this
other girl for a long time (her nome is Margaret). and I feel like asking
someone else out. I mean, how much time can you spend with a girl for
whom you can on Iy feel lust?
I'll tell you, lust wouldn't be so dirty if girls didn't make a game of
it. You see, they invite aggression and then they don't satisfy it. That's
their game. I'm always looking for a girl who doesn't ploy that gamesomebody Iike my mother.
Anyway, this girl on the bus doesn't look like she's playing a gamej
and if she is, she's playing it poorly. Her hair isn't brushed too well, she
has a poor figure, and her clothes ore very plain. Besides, I wont to give
the kid a break.
"Why do you want my phone number?" she asks.
"So I could talk to you on the phone," I answer.
"Why do you want to talk to me on the phone?" she asks .
"So I could ask you out," I answer.
UWhy do you wont to ask me out?" she asks.
"Because you're beautiful," I answer.
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She can't think of any more questions, so she writes her phone number on a slip of paper and hands it to me in Q very bored manner,
Then she becomes tense, She looks like she's about to Interrupt me,
but I'm not saying anything, For the re st of the ride , I can't think of any thing to soy except ask her nome (A I ice),
One week later I decide to give her a call. Her sister answers cnd
says Alice is out. So I leave my phone number and ask t he sister to tell

Alice to call me back. She'll call.
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IT 'S NEW

SCHULZ BUTTERNU T BREAD
IN THE NEW ULTRA - MODERN PACKAGE

Your Fri e ndly Baker for 60 Year s

SCHULZ BAKING CO.
POTTSTO WN . PA .

Two Ice Creams of Quality .. .

Foremost Ice Cream
AND

Dolly Madison Ice Cream
FOREMOST DAIRIES, INC.
2nd and Manatawny Streets

POTTSTOWN, PA.
FAculty 3-5800
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Oldesl Holel in America-170 1

PERKIOMEN BRIDGE HOTEL
Smorga s bord - Friday 5 -9 - Sunda y 12 -8

Banquets - Part ies - Dinners
HUxley 9-951 1

Compliments of

SCHRADER'S
ATLANTIC STATION
Ma in Stre et

Colleg evi lle, Po .

S & H Green Stamps

Member of Federal Reserve Systerr
and
Federal Deposit Insurance Co .
THE COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK
HU xley 9-7201

Pipin' Hot Sandwiches, Soft Ice Cream

Milk Shakes, Cold Drinks
limerick, Po.

Roule 422
HU x ley 9-7185
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COLLEGEVILLE LAUNDRY
Next to the Hockey Field
Shirts . .. A Spec:ialty

PROMPT SERVICE

STUFF

TO

EAT

COLLEGEVILLE
OPEN AT AL L THE IMPOR TANT TIMES

Main Street, On Campus

Phoenix Steel Corporation
and

Phoenix Bridge Company
Phoenixville, Pennsylvania

COLLEGEVILLE BAKERY
FOR THOSE TASTY TREATS

Decorated Cake s for all occasions
Hu 9·2871

L. E. Knoeller, Prop.
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SUPERIOR TUBE COMPANY
the BIG NAME
in small tubing
COLLEGEV.ILLE, PA.

SINCE 1871

MUTUAL

INSURANCE

COMPANY

of

PENNSYL VANIA
373 MAIN STREET

COLLEGEVILLE, PA l
FIRE AND ALLIED LINES

HOMEOWNERS -INLAND MARINE

LIABILITY - CASUALTY - AUTO
PHONE: HUXLEY g·3411

Compliments of

MIKE'S BARBER SHOP
476 Main Street
Collegevi lie, Po.

PRINTMASTER PRESS
EVERY JOB , LARGE OR SMALL,
HANDLED WITH

CARE, ACCURACY 8< PUNCTUALITY

Hllitop 9·1960

12 N. Manoa Road

(BASEMENT OF ESTELLE'S KIDDIE SHOP, HAVERTOWN)
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